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Abstract. Palpation is the first step for many medical interventions. To provide
an immersive virtual training and planning environment, the palpation step has to
be successfully modeled and simulated. Here, we present a multiproxy approach
that calculates friction and surface resistance forces for multiple contact points on
finger tips or virtual tools like ultrasound probes and displays the resulting force
and torque on a 6DOF haptic device. No manual or time intensive segmentation of
patient image data is needed to create a simulation based on CT data and thus our
approach is usable for patient-specific simulation of palpation.
Keywords. haptic simulation, palpation, ultrasound haptics

Introduction
Before performing a needle insertion, a palpation of the anatomical site is done in the first
place. For example, in preparation of the Seldinger technique, first the femoral artery has
to be found in which a needle shall be inserted. Palpation simulation for that aim was presented recently by [1] and [2]. Other needle insertion interventions that require palpation
are lumbar puncture, where the iliac crest and spinal processes have to be palpated before
a needle is inserted into the spinal canal, or percutaneous transhepatic cholangiodrainage
(PTCD), where the intercostal spaces have to be found before puncturing the liver and
bile ducts. The simulation framework of our current project focuses on the PTCD.
Most haptic simulations of palpation need surface representation of the virtual patients, which require preprocessing steps such as segmentation of the patient’s volumetric image data. Furthermore, soft-tissue deformation algorithms as FEM additionally require a suitable tetrahedra representation of the patient. Another approach is presented by
[3]. There, organs are represented by mathematical functions, which are used to render
haptic force output.
Ideally, a simulation that could be used for preoperative training and planning should
work without an intermediate step of surface and tissue reconstruction that needs manual
interaction. So our aim is to directly work on patient image data obtained by computed
1 Corresponding Author: Dirk Fortmeier, Institute of Medical Informatics, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23538
Lübeck, Germany; E-mail: fortmeier@imi.uni-luebeck.de
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Figure 1. Placement of contact points on different tools: (a) Hand with one palpating finger, (b) hand with two
palpating fingers, (c) ultrasound probe.

tomography (CT) and use it for visual and haptic rendering. Haptic interaction with volumetric data in general has previously been done by [4] and Euclidean distance maps for
haptic navigation have been used by [5]. In this paper, we extend our previous work on
palpation simulation [6] and contribute an easy to implement and fast to compute multiproxy approach for (1) surface resistance forces, (2) surface friction forces, (3) force
feedback of internal structures such as bone and (4) torque forces. For the computation of
skin surface forces and force feedback of bony structures, we rely on Euclidean distance
maps. These distance maps are obtained from skin and bone masks created by simple
region growing and thresholding.
The proxies used are connected to contact points distributed on the tip of the virtual
fingers or on the surface of virtual tools and the sum of forces and torques is displayed
to the user via a 6DOF haptic device. Among others, the algorithm can be used for
the computation of forces for a single finger, two combined fingers or tools such as
ultrasound probes (Fig. 1).
The paper is organized as follows: First, we explain how the surface resistance force
for each contact point is calculated and how the force of internal structures is simulated.
Afterwards, we present our method to create friction and dragging forces. We present
different set-ups of the positioning of the contact points and discuss parameters for simulation of palpation with a finger and ultrasound probe. In the end, we analyze and present
the behavior of our haptic algorithm in our simulation framework.

Methods and Materials
Our approach is based on a patient’s volumetric computed tomography data. First, we
perform thresholding and simple region growing operations to segment the patient’s body
and bony structures. From this, we compute two Euclidean distance maps Dsurf and Dbone
which resemble the distance of the elements of the maps to the patient’s skin surface and
bone surface respectively; by convention, negative values in the maps indicate that the
according voxel is outside the structure, positive values indicate the inside.
In the following, we will describe how force and torque are calculated for a single
contact point (Fig. 2): The position of a contact point x in each time step is determined
by its position in its reference frame and the position and orientation of the haptic device.
For this position, a surface resistance force fsurf is computed dependent on the distance
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Figure 2. Computation of the force feedback for a single contact point. (a) Calculation of the force acting
on a contact node is split into three parts: Skin resistance force fsurf , force caused by internal bone structures
fstructures and skin friction force ffriction . (b) The direction of the bone force has to be chosen carefully: At (1),
the gradient of the bone distance map points towards the patient’s skin. After passing the intercostal spaces
at (2), the gradient points in the opposite direction. Using only the direction the gradient thus would cause a
“pop-thru” effect.

of x towards the skin and the negative gradient of the surface distance image vs , which
points towards the skins surface:
vs = −

∇Dsurf (x)
"∇Dsurf (x)"

(1)

fsurf = fsurf (Dskin (x)) · vs

(2)

We base the function fsurf (x), which relates surface indentation to the resistance force,
on the data presented in [1] for femoral artery palpation. A curve fitting with a cubic
function gave:
fsurf (x) = (1.78 · 10−2x3 + 3.82 · 10−3x2 + 2.28 · 10−4x) · u(x)

(3)

with u(x) denoting the Heaviside function. This force is similar to a penalty force
based collision handling scheme and thus is theoretically prone to “pop-thru” effects [7].
In reality, we found this not to be a problem because of the size of the palpated object
(the whole patient body) and the high resistance force after a small amount of indentation
(>20N after 40mm indentation) and the availability of a high force haptic device.
The force for the internal structures (bone) is calculated by first calculating a direction of the force based on the negative gradient of the bone surface distance map
∇Dbone (x)
vb = − "∇D
. In case the inner product of vs and vb is negative, it is very likely that
bone (x)"
the position x is past the intercostal spaces (see Fig. 2b) and thus the bone force would
“pop-thru”. This is prevented by the choice of the direction dbone of the force in a way
that it never points away from the skin:
"
if vb vs > 0
vb
(4)
dbone =
vb − 4 · vs(vb vs ) otherwise
Using a heuristic bone force fbone (x) = 20 ·

# x $−3
5

u(x), the force is computed by

fstructures = fbone (−Dbone (x))

dbone
"dbone "

(5)
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In contrast to the previous forces, lateral dragging and friction forces rely on a proxybased scheme [7]. A surface position s = x − Dsurf (x)vs on the virtual skin is calculated
by using the surface distance map. This surface position is then connected to a virtual
proxy position p (see Fig. 2a), which is updated in each successive time step t by the
friction law of [8]:
pt =

"
d
zmax
st − "d"

if α ("d") "d" > 1

pt−1 + |st − st−1 | α ("d")(d) otherwise

with d = st − pt−1 .
We use the proposed version of α (z) =

1
z8
zmax z8 +z8
stick

(6)

of [8] but modify the values of

zmax and zstick depending on the surface resistance force acting on the contact point:
fn = (fsurf + fstructures )
"
c fn · vs + 1 if fn · vs < 0
zmax =
1
otherwise
zstick = zmax − 1

(7)
(8)
(9)

To compute the actual force f = fsurf + ffriction + fstructures acting on the contact point,
Hooke’s law is used to calculate the force ffriction = k (p − s) of a virtual spring that
connects the surface point and the proxy.
Torque is simply computed by the lever arm defined by the position of the contact
point and the haptic device position:

τ = (x − xdevice ) × f

(10)

The final force and torque rendered to the user is the average of forces and torques of all
n contact points that are considered to be on the patient’s skins surface:
fdevice =

1 n
∑ fi
n i=0

(11)

τdevice =

1 n
∑ τi
n i=0

(12)

Visual rendering of the patient’s volume data is done by a custom volume renderer written in Nvidia CUDA that supports a basic spherical shadow to improve spatial interaction
for the user. Visual deformations of the skin invoked by the palpating fingertip are computed with the ChainMail algorithm [9] and methods of [10]. A displacement vector on
the contact point of the fingertip on the patient’s skin is needed, which we compute from
the mean of the n points xi in contact with the skin and the mean of the corresponding
proxies pi :
u=

1 n
∑ pi − xi
n i=0

(13)
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Figure 3. Spatial arrangement of different contact point set-ups on the fingertip.

Note that this could be used in a finite element or mass-spring approach as well by
applying the fixed offset −u to a node of a mesh closest to the mean of the proxy points
or by creating a force field from the displacements defined by each contact point and its
corresponding proxy.
In our PTCD simulator, two interactions with the patient’s skin are included: Palpation with the finger to find the intercostal spaces and positioning and alignment of an
ultrasound probe to guide a needle into the bile duct. Using an array placement of nodes
as shown in Fig. 1 gives suitable skin resistance and internal structure force feedback
for different tools. Nevertheless, friction forces are much different for interaction of fingertip and skin compared to the frictional interaction of an ultrasound probe and skin.
In general, for ultrasound-probing a lubricant is applied to increases the area of contact
but more importantly it reduces friction, which leads to the need for different parameters
for the friction model. Setting c = 2.0 and k = 0.4 gave plausible results for palpation
with the fingertip. For ultrasound probing, we consider values of c = 0.4 and k = 0.3
to be a reasonable choice. The large difference in two values for c reflects that with an
ultrasound probe, nearly no tissue dragging occurs compared to a fingertip.

Results
To show the general properties of our algorithm, a cubic phantom was palpated by using
a predefined haptic device trajectory as in [11]. Instead of using an actual haptic device,
the virtual device tip is moved on a predefined path to obtain deterministic and reproducible results. Two scenarios are considered: First, a path with fixed lateral motion on

(a) Behavior of the algorithm when palpating
(b) Behavior of the algorithm when palpating with
with changing velocity and fixed tissue indentation. changing tissue indentation and and fixed velocity.
Figure 4. Mean lateral friction force and total forces for a lateral palpating movement of the haptic device.
Data has been obtained on a virtual cubic phantom and by using a predefined path of the haptic device tip.
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(a)
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Figure 5. Data obtained in a simulation with real patient data. (a) Blue curve (continuous): movement of the
fingertip in direction of indentation while palpating. Green curve (dashed): resulting mean lateral friction force
displayed with the 6DOF haptic device. Forces of individual contact points are displayed by the gray curves.
At the peak at t = 2.5s, the user’s fingertip was near a rib, whereas the peaks at t = {5,8,10}s, the tip has
been between the intercostal spaces. Dashed lines indicate beginning and end of palpation. (b) Different update
rates of the algorithm based on the number of proxies with mean, quartiles and 1.5 IQR. (*) indicates that the
ultrasound proxy set-up (Fig. 1c) was used.

the phantom’s surface and increasing indentation depth was used. The second scenario
uses a fixed indentation and changes the velocity while moving on the surface. Contact
points have been placed according to Fig. 3 for different numbers of contact points. The
results can be seen in Fig. 4; lateral friction forces clearly scale with the indentation
depth of the palpating finger and on stationary movement. No creep of contact surfaces
occurs, which would happen if only viscous damping would be used for friction simulation. Since no local tissue deformation affects the contact points, forces have been the
same for all contact points and thus the total forces do not vary for different numbers of
contact points. This confirms another desirable property of our algorithm: friction forces
are independent on the number of contact points and the size of the area in contact.
Finally, Fig. 5a shows a plot of forces obtained in the simulator with real patient
data and Fig. 5b shows reasonable update rates (between 1-2kHz) of the algorithm for
different numbers of proxies obtained during n = 5 palpations. The screenshot of the
running simulator (Fig. 6) shows the finger before and while palpating and deforming
the tissue. Deformations caused by indentation of the palpating finger can be seen clearly
but deformations caused by friction or “tissue dragging” are harder to identify. This is
caused by the homogeneous rendering of the skin surface through volume rendering.
Using our algorithm for the computation of forces for ultrasound probing was successful and enables the user to align the virtual probe with the intercostal spaces.

Conclusions
We presented a multiproxy palpation algorithm that can be used to palpate virtual patients
based on CT volume data without time-consuming segmentation or mesh preprocessing.
The algorithm can be used to palpate with a virtual hand or ultrasound probe.
In the future, we would like to include forces acting on the proxies dependent on the
deformations of tissue. To make other internal structures different from bone palpable,
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the simulation with real patient data. The left hand palpates the intercostal spaces.
Deformations on the skin and inside the patient are computed by the ChainMail algorithm. The semitransparent
hand on the right demonstrates the spherical shadow of the finger tip, which helps to visualize and indicate the
spatial position of the haptic device.

we want to extend our method to distance maps created from rough (semi-)automatic
segmentations.
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